
The Evil Wizard Smallbone: An Enchanting
Adventure Awaits You!
Step into a world where magic lurks in every corner, where whimsical creatures
roam freely, and an evil wizard hides in plain sight. Delia Sherman's tale, "The
Evil Wizard Smallbone", enchants readers with its rich storytelling and
unforgettable characters. Lose yourself in this captivating, 3000-word journey as
we unpack the magic, the mysteries, and the lessons woven within the pages of
this mesmerizing novel.

Unveiling the Plot

In the heart of Vermont lies the sleepy town of Smallbone Cove, seemingly
untouched by the passage of time. But behind the idyllic façade, the wicked
wizard Smallbone resides in a bookstore that only grants refuge to those in
desperate need. When twelve-year-old Nick Reynaud stumbles upon the
bookstore, his life takes an unexpected turn. Trapped by an enchantment, Nick
becomes an apprentice to the wizard, embarking on a dangerous journey to
unravel Smallbone's malevolent intentions.

A World of Magic and Intrigue:

Sherman's expert world-building transports readers to a hidden realm, where
ordinary objects harbor extraordinary secrets, and mythical creatures lurk in the
shadows. As the young protagonist uncovers the mysteries of Smallbone's
wicked ways, readers are immersed in a world where magic feels palpable, and
every word sparkles with enchantment. From talking animals to enchanted
broomsticks, Sherman's imaginative prowess brings unbridled joy to readers of all
ages.
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Endearing Characters and Powerful Themes

At the heart of "The Evil Wizard Smallbone", Sherman weaves a tale of unlikely
friendships and personal growth. As Nick embarks on his treacherous journey, he
encounters a diverse cast of characters who challenge his perceptions about
good and evil. From the kind-hearted bookstore owner, Molly, to the spirited
werewolf, Fidelou, each character adds depth to the narrative and teaches
valuable lessons about resilience, forgiveness, and the power of self-belief.
Sherman deftly presents complex, relatable characters who elicit empathy from
readers, making their triumphs all the more satisfying.

A Spellbinding Tale for All Ages

While "The Evil Wizard Smallbone" is firmly rooted in the Middle Grade genre, the
themes and storytelling transcend age boundaries. Sherman strikes a delicate
balance between light-hearted adventure and introspective moments, making the
novel accessible to readers of all ages. Whether read aloud as a bedtime story or
savored privately on cozy afternoons, this tale of magic and self-discovery
captures the hearts of both young and old.
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Delia Sherman: Master Enchanter of Words

Delia Sherman, an acclaimed author of numerous fantasy novels and stories,
showcases her formidable talent in "The Evil Wizard Smallbone". With her lyrical
prose and vivid descriptions, Sherman emulates the magical qualities of her own
enchantments, drawing readers deeper into the captivating story. Her ability to
craft unique worlds and characters that resonate long after the final page is a
testament to her prowess as a storyteller.

The Evil Wizard Smallbone: Unleash Your Own Magic

If you seek an enchanting adventure that will transport you to a world of mystery
and magic, look no further than "The Evil Wizard Smallbone" by Delia Sherman.
Immerse yourself in this captivating 3000-word journey as you follow Nick's path
towards self-discovery, unravel the secrets hidden within Smallbone's bookstore,
and uncover the true nature of evil. Prepare to be spellbound by Sherman's
words and let your imagination soar.

Are you ready to embark on this whimsical journey, brimming with magic and
wonder? Dive into "The Evil Wizard Smallbone" today and unleash your own
hidden powers!
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In a hilarious tale reminiscent of T. H. White, a lost boy finds himself an unlikely
apprentice to the very old, vaguely evil, mostly just grumpy Wizard Smallbone.

When twelve-year-old Nick runs away from his uncle’s in the middle of a blizzard,
he stumbles onto a very opinionated bookstore. He also meets its guardian, the
self-proclaimed Evil Wizard Smallbone, who calls Nick his apprentice and won’t
let him leave, but won’t teach him magic, either. It’s a good thing the bookstore
takes Nick’s magical education in hand, because Smallbone’s nemesis—the Evil
Wizard Fidelou—and his pack of shape-shifting bikers are howling at the borders.
Smallbone might call himself evil, but compared to Fidelou, he’s practically a
puppy. And he can’t handle Fidelou alone. Wildly funny and cozily heartfelt, Delia
Sherman’s latest is an eccentric fantasy adventure featuring dueling wizards,
enchanted animals, and one stray boy with a surprising knack for magic.
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